
Be Kind -- Be Happy 
A New Documentary Series 

What People Do to Be Kind or How Others Have Been Kind to Them 
What Makes Individuals Happy and How They Make Others Happy 

 
Opportunities for Sponsors and Promotion 

 
        This is an opportunity to be part of a new documentary series.  One film  Be Kind  is on the 
importance of kindness and what individuals do to be kind to others and what others have done to be 
kind to them.   

In addition, we will be filming a second documentary on what makes people 
happy and what they do to make others happy.  We feel these topics are 
especially important now to contribute to the healing process in America, as 
well as around the world, given the divisiveness in society and the ravages 
caused by the pandemic and shut-downs in society. 

These films are part of a series of documentaries: The New Age of Aging 
(distributed by Factory Film Studio; Me, My Dog, and I and Rescue Me 
(distributed by Random Media); and The Courage to Continue (just completed 
with distribution TBA). This will be or 11th and 12th film projects, and to 
celebrate our growing number of films, we were 
exhibitors at the 2020 American Film Market, 
which was produced virtually this year. 
        Each film will feature interviews with about 
20 individuals and 5 or 6 experts, including 

psychologists, counselors, consultants, and coaches, who advise individuals on 
kindness and happiness. 
 We plan to film in January 21 in the Los Angeles Area, where one of 
the director/producer Co-Producer partners of Changemakers Productions is 
based.   
 We are looking for individuals, companies, or organizations, which 
have products or services related to promoting kindness or contributing to 
happiness. Your contribution will help us make this film. We will incorporate a 
60-90 second sequence that will include people participating in or talking about 
your product or service, so it is incorporated into the film, rather than seeming 
like a commercial. Or we can include a short segment about you with the credits.  
We will write the scene with you. You will be included in our credits and national PR. If you get a clip of your 
segment in the film, you will receive this while we are editing the film in post-production -- about two to 
three months after filming. It takes about 6-9 months before the film trailers and screeners are completed and 
distribution is arranged. 
 These sponsorships are limited to 4 to 5 individuals, companies, or organizations.   
 The costs to be a sponsor are the following: 
 $1500 to be featured in either Be Kind or Be Happy; $2500 to be featured in both. 
 $2500 to be featured in either film and receive a clip for your website and PR 
 $4000 to be featured in both films and receive a clip for your website and PR. 
 We can also arrange for special screenings of the film or your organization. 
 

      We hope you will be interested in being one of our sponsors.  Feel free to call for additional 
information. 
 
Gini Graham Scott, Changemakers Productions 
Lafayette, California  
changemakersproductions@yahoo.com . 925-385-0608 


